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We’re thrilled to share with you today an excerpt from the novella A Fantastical Traffic Jam by 
Azerbaijani political prisoner Akram Aylisli, translated from the Russian by the award-winning 
poet and translator Katherine E. Young. In her own words, “Many knowledgeable observers, 
including Aylisli himself, believe it was this novella that provoked the wrath of Azerbaijan’s 
current rulers and led to Aylisli’s persecution. He currently lives under de facto house arrest; his 
books have been burned, his wife and son were fired from their jobs, and at one time a bounty 
was offered to whomever would cut off his ear.” At NTM, we take pride in publishing brave 
works that speak truth to power, and this excerpt accomplishes exactly that. 
 
This is a funny, compelling read that we hope will transport you into a new world that bears 
somewhat of a resemblance to contemporary Azerbaijan. Happy National Translation Month  
and happy reading! 
 
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 
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Translator’s Note 
 
 

A Fantastical Traffic Jam is the 
third novella in the trilogy that 
makes up Farewell, Aylis, 
written by Azerbaijani political 
prisoner Akram Aylisli (real 
name: Əkrəm Nəcəf oğlu 
Naibov) and published in 2018 
by Academic Studies Press. A 
Fantastical Traffic Jam has 
never been published in full in 
either Azeri (its language of 
origin) or Russian (the language 
into which Aylisli translates and 
generally publishes first, and 
from which the trilogy was 
translated into English). It tells 
the story of the unnamed Master 
(nicknamed the “Defender of 
Invaluable Vocations,” an in-
joke that runs through the 
novella), the capricious, self-
made, autocratic ruler of the 
fictional country of Allahabad, a 
corrupt, old-rich state that bears 
somewhat of a resemblance to 
contemporary Azerbaijan. Many 
knowledgeable observers, 
including Aylisli himself, 
believe it was this novella (even 
more than Stone Dreams, his 
novella about the ongoing 
conflict between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia) that provoked the 
wrath of Azerbaijan’s current 

rulers and led to Aylisli’s persecution. He currently lives under de facto house arrest; his books 
have been burned, his wife and son were fired from their jobs, and at one time a bounty was 
offered to whomever would cut off his ear. In this chapter, Aylisli paints a surprisingly light-
hearted portrait of the Master’s birth—just before World War II—among the mountain people of 
Allahabad, the kind of people who in real life might have lived in his own hometown of Aylis, the 
place that in Aylisli’s writing serves as both muse and moral compass. 
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Chapter V, A Fantastical Traffic Jam  

The Master’s father had been known by the simple name of Piri, which was extremely 
common in his hometown. But the local people (were they one people?), having a special 
passion for salty language, had awarded him the heretofore unprecedented nickname of “Piri 
Preputsy.”  

The meaning of the word preputsy is unknown only to those of other faiths. No one, not 
even a person just learning to talk, can rightfully call himself a Muslim if he doesn’t know that 
preputsy signifies the foreskin.  

Piri’s main work was to shave and cut people’s hair but, besides that, it was precisely 
Piri’s fruitful razor that turned many generations of boys into Muslims. The father of the current 
Defender of Invaluable Vocations not only clipped, shaved, and circumcised, he also had the 
ability to pull aching teeth firmly and with lightning speed. It goes without saying that Piri’s 
multifaceted activity had to find a reflection in folklore, for example:  

 
 

His pliers—from Tsar Nikolai’s time long ago.  
His razor—a gift from old Noah. 
He never said morning prayers before vodka.  
Such was the Piri Preputsy we knew  
And his wife Baji khanum Gold Tooth.  

 
 

And this: 
  

 
One p... cost fifteen pounds of wheat;  
From that wheat, his wife baked bread.  
He had the conscience of a sack of p...s,  
Piri cut the p..., hung it on a twig.  
He got what was owed and took off, Uncle Piri.  

 
 

Even those of other faiths likely know how slippery folklore can be. It follows, of course, 
that there were a few exaggerations in these “specimens of folklore.” For example, in writing the 
line “He had the conscience of a sack of p...,” the collective folk author exceeded the acceptable 
level of impertinence. Because the expression “a sack of p...” in our native provinces implies 
people who’ve strained themselves, that is, who are suffering from hernias. Our own Piri never 
suffered that kind of weakness. And also the line “Baji khanum Gold Tooth” is, to put it mildly, 
composed of lies; Piri kishi’s wife, Baji khanum, had all of one gold tooth in her mouth, and the 
other thirty-one were her own, white and healthy. But (what’s true is true) those simple teeth 
constantly envied the gold one and, precisely for that reason, were in future to turn yellow and 
then black, so it ended badly for all thirty-two combined. But with regard to “hung it on a twig,” 
the honest folklorist didn’t deviate one bit from the truth. Because the people knew that after 
finishing the circumcision, Piri would hang the clipped foreskin on a freshly cut willow twig and 
attach it to the wall above the bed of the newly made Muslim. And this was done not so it could 
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be seen by those who came to congratulate the new Muslim in the literal and metaphorical sense 
as a member of the great family of Mohammed, but to serve as evidence of the certain medical 
knowledge of Piri. On the place where the cut was made, Piri poured a little pinch of ashes. With 
that he considered his work done. “When the twig dries out the boy can get up,” he said and, 
according to the author of the amateur lines, having received what he was due, took off. The only 
thing, Piri advised the parents of the newly minted Muslim, was that they shouldn’t throw away 
the twig with the skin flap in any old place but should bury it in the earth under a weeping 
willow or throw it in the clean water of the river when the new moon appeared in the sky. And it 
must be acknowledged that not one boy ever suffered from Piri’s handiwork.  

After four girls, Allah sent him a boy (in this manner, lightly tinged with socialist 
realism, our collective folk creator turns to the next page in the life story of Piri Preputsy, the 
happy father of a newborn son). His father’s heart had given him early warning that this time 
Baji khanum would give him a son.  

It was the height of winter—the last third of January. That year the winter had been 
without snow from the very beginning; snow fell all of once and thawed immediately. And all 
Kellekend waited impatiently for when it would snow again.  

If you believe the oral folk tale, close to evening, at the first of his wife’s contractions, 
our surgeon-barber-toothpuller—in whose ears the first shriek of the long-awaited child of the 
male sex was already ringing—ran, almost dancing from happiness, to the midwife Raziya, 
brought her home, and left her with his wife. He himself went into a small room and closed the 
door behind him so no one would disturb the day’s happy solitude.  

He’d prepared everything beforehand. In his cellar stood a three-quart container of 
mulberry vodka sent him in the fall by the accountant Gulu, nicknamed “Collective Farm” (his 
nickname doesn’t appear further in our narrative), whose three sons Piri had circumcised at one 
time that spring. He filled a one-quart container of vodka and placed it on a shelf in the room. He 
arranged appetizers consisting of mutton kaurma, sheep’s cheese, chashyr, and walnuts. And 
laying low in anticipation of the birth of his son, he prepared to surrender himself to drink all 
night long.  

That night he really did drink a great deal, and he fell asleep close to dawn. Only Allah 
knows how long he slept. But he woke up to the shouts of the midwife Raziya. It turns out she’d 
been knocking on his door for a long time.  

“Open up, you fornicator! Get up, you owe me!”  
(The observant teller of folk tales, being able to share someone else’s happiness and read 

someone else’s thoughts from any distance, continues the story in the triumphant intonations of 
the midwife’s lips.)  

Having pulled on one trouser leg and holding the other in his hand, Piri Preputsy hastened 
to open the door.  

“A boy?”  
“Yes, a boy. And you’ve gotten sozzled again, you swine’s swine. The whole house reeks 

like a latrine. Fine, put on your pants.”  
“A boy! A male!” muttered Piri, pulling on his trouser leg while hopping from happiness. 

“And he’s a male in good order, Raziya? He has a thing?”  
“He has, idiot! What else would be there?” 
“His member stands up, right?” 
“Yes it does, fuck you in the mouth. Compared to yours, it stands up like a nail.” 
“You, what, saw mine, you old whore?” 
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“Why would I need to do that?” 
It must be said that at that minute Piri’s member was standing up like a bayonet. If he 

hadn’t known Raziya so well, he’d have squeezed her tight right then, laid her under himself like 
a pillow, and banged her a minimum of thrice, not once (but this is a lie, Storyteller!) removing 
his male spear from her feminine attractions the whole time. But Piri wasn’t that stupid, that is, 
he hadn’t lost his reason to such a degree as to accost Raziya—let’s say, to grab either her breast 
or thigh—for he knew in that case he’d be beaten so badly that not a single tooth would remain 
in his mouth nor a single hair on his head. Raziya was known for her constancy to her husband. 
So what if she had a foul mouth? Everyone in Kellekend swore, with the exception of three or 
four people—the teachers, the mullahs, and the direct descendants of the Prophet. All of 
Raziya’s whoring was concentrated in her tongue. If there existed a man in Kellekend for her, it 
was her husband Shorty Mohammed, chair of the inspection commission in the administration of 
the Kellekend collective farm, who stood just under five feet and weighed less than one hundred 
and twenty pounds. And who had to beg Raziya for three days for a single moment of pleasure.  

With regard to “what was owed” (how passionately the wordsmith of folklore assures us 
of this!), Piri wasn’t at all stingy. Not even having seen his son, he rushed to the henhouse and 
caught a strong rooster and laying hen for Raziya. Besides that he brought the midwife who’d 
told him the joyous news two pails of choice potatoes and an enormous, bright-red pumpkin 
from the cellar. Then he took a gold five-ruble coin saved up for the occasion from the safe and, 
in a mark of gratitude, laid it under Baji khanum’s pillow. And only after that did he take his son 
in his arms and cry sweetly. And then he looked in the yard and saw that a tremendous 
snowstorm was raging—you could cling to its tail and fly to the sky! It became an additional 
cause for joy. “You have a light foot, my son,” said Piri. “With your arrival in the world, you 
brought sacred moisture to our land, and you saved our mountains and fields from mortal 
drought. Grow, my son, and live long, to the joy of all people.”  

He very much wanted to share his joy with someone (thus our indefatigable, pseudo-
socialist realist continues his happy, cockamamie story, not at all ashamed at pretending to be a 
direct witness to some entirely unfunny and uncomical historical events). Piri stood a long time 
in the yard looking at the falling snow and racking his brains about whom to tell the happy news, 
but besides his friend Sadykhov, he couldn’t think of anyone. Sadykhov had a first name too, of 
course, but in Kellekend and Giulliukend everyone called him simply Sadykhov. More exactly, 
Shroud Sadykhov. He’d received the nickname “Shroud” because, after becoming chair of the 
unified village councils of Kellekend and Giulliukend, he’d been waging a relentless battle 
against burying the dead in shrouds for more than ten years already. “In what law is it written 
that it’s forbidden to bury the dead in their own clothes? Why do we have to listen to what the 
mullahs tell us when the proletariat of the whole world, united, is moving towards communism?” 
(when he said it, it sounded more like “gaminism”). “If the dead fall into heaven or hell, then it’s 
especially so” (he always said those two words in Russian, with particular emphasis). “What’s 
the unfortunate person going to do there in a shroud? Everyone who dies carries with himself 
two or three yards of white fabric. For what purpose? Our women can’t find underwear to cover 
their private parts while going to a meeting. Our children run around the streets without trousers 
until age five or six. Wouldn’t it be better to sew that fabric into underwear so our women and 
children can come to know all the sweetness of our new life?”  

For ten years Piri Preputsy and Shroud Sadykhov together (continues the storyteller, 
clumsily flirting with historical events) fought shoulder-to-shoulder against kulaks and any kind 
of “alien elements” like Sayyid Miribrahim, who’d twice completed the haj before the 1920s. 
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Together they also exposed Badger Mekhi, who hoarded seven sacks of wheat from the hungry 
poor at home; and Pockmarked Jabi, who slaughtered his own two heifers at night and made 
them into kaurma and stuffed two enormous clay pots with it rather than give it to the collective 
farm; and the miller Suleiman, who mixed wheat with pumpkin seeds and hazelnut shells in the 
time of famine in order to discredit Soviet authority and the glorious name of Comrade Stalin.  

Had the village council been in their village, Piri wouldn’t have given a second thought to 
the snow. But, alas, the council was located in Giulliukend, and it didn’t appeal to Piri at all to 
drag himself to Giulliukend in such a storm. However, the class enemy of the miller Suleiman 
didn’t think too long but drew back into the house and dressed more warmly in a thick wool 
sweater and new jacket (in those times people in Kellekend hadn’t even heard about coats). He 
didn’t doubt Sadykhov would have vodka; however, he seized a bottle himself, just in case, 
stuffed his pockets with shelled walnuts, and went on his way.  

Hardly had he entered the yard of the collective farm’s office in Giulliukend than, right 
there, he smelled the appetizing aroma of shorpa with kaurma seasoned with black peas. The 
warmth of scorching-hot coal blew over him even before he walked into the place (in villages at 
that time coal was only allotted for the heating of state enterprises and schools—ordinary people 
heated their homes with firewood, dung bricks, and other improvised fuel).  

He shook off the snow in the corridor and entered. How wonderful is the warmth of 
coal—as if winter weren’t even behind the door and last year’s August heat had settled in here 
and stuck around! In the summer-like warmth and spacious, homelike room with high ceilings 
were the chair and secretary of the village council.  

The chair, standing by the hot stove, was tasting the apparently ready shorpa with 
kaurma seasoned with the uncommonly aromatic black peas that had grown from time 
immemorial only on the blessed Giulliukend and Kellekend soil. The secretary (an actual 
official, not a girl who types), already drawing near to the border that distinguishes a girl from an 
old maid, the sharp-tongued and quick-witted Siddiga (we’ll meet this woman a few more times 
in her capacity as the all-powerful head of the unified ZAGS registration and notary office, an 
institution named among the people with the appalling word ZAGSONOT), sat in her place in 
front of the wide, six-paneled window with a book in her hand.  

Sadykhov rejoiced at the arrival of his old comrade in arms.  
“Come on in, you came at the right time! Your mother-in-law, the old b..., obviously 

loved you, as the saying goes. It was probably difficult to get here in this storm—?”  
Piri took the bottle of vodka from the inside pocket of his jacket and placed it in an 

inconspicuous spot.  
“Don’t start with my mother-in-law,” he said, greedily breathing in the warm air. “Today 

her daughter bore me a son.”  
“Oh, that’s wonderful! Fantastic!”  
“Indeed, Sadykhov, today my son was born. And it seems everything’s in good order 

with him. It’s clear from his pecker,” said Piri, nodding in the direction of Siddiga.  
“May he grow big, Uncle Piri! And what did you bring us to sweeten the news?” asked 

the ambitious future female activist of the district Party organization, straightening her shoulders 
coquettishly.  

Piri walked towards the girl, dumped a handful of shelled nuts on the desk, and seated 
himself there by the window.  

“Try them, they’re tasty nuts. The main refreshment comes later.” In a fit of generosity 
Piri dumped out another handful of nuts.  
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Not taking her eyes off the nuts, Siddiga pulled the registration book from the drawer of 
the desk. “Shall we register the baby?”  

“Go ahead, that’s fine with me.” 
“And what’s his name?” 
“Skip that line.” 
“What, you still haven’t thought up a name?” 
“I have. I’ve considered thirty or forty names. But for now leave the place for the name 

empty.” 
“He was born last night?” 
“No, this morning.” 
“That means we’ll write him under today’s date, the twentieth of January, 19—” 
But here Sadykhov, standing at the stove, interrupted. 
“You remember that time, Piri, the night of January nineteenth when that  

group of rebels poured out into the streets of the town? Those out-and-out rascals wanted to 
overthrow our authority! And your Mollavelli from Kellekend led them. You and I went through 
a lot early that morning, my friend Preputsy, when the adopted son of that swine Mollavelli—
that diehard parasite and pervert Azhdar—rose suddenly from the grave, appeared right on the 
square in front of the Shah Abbas bathhouse, and declared himself the public leader of the whole 
unruly Allahabad mob! He said Allah had raised him from the dead for precisely that reason and 
sent him from that world to this for him to become a respected elder here. And everyone 
followed him with joy. ‘Yes,’ they said, ‘he’s the one who should be our leader! If Allah has 
raised someone from the dead and sent him to us,’ they said, ‘then we’ll incur the anger of God if 
we don’t obey him!’—that’s what the adherents of that adopted child of Mollavelli wailed so 
heart-rendingly all over the square. Did you see what went on with the people? If the poets and 
writers hadn’t intervened, believe me, we’d have lost power.” Sadykhov sighed deeply. Then he 
ladled out a spoonful from the saucepan, blew on it to cool it, and stood still in that position, lost 
in deep thought.  

“And it was all your fault, who else’s? You didn’t let them bury him properly in a 
shroud,” recalled Piri. “‘No,’ you said, ‘bury him in a suit!’ Then he appeared and made all that 
fuss. In that January cold he wouldn’t have made it to the square in front of the Shah Abbas 
bathhouse wearing a shroud. He’d have frozen to death on the road like a ground squirrel.”  

The secretary also became thoughtful.  
“I simply don’t believe that Azhdar rose from the dead.” With exactly those words (if you 

believe the creator of this folk “epic”) the bold village council personage entered the 
conversation, not agreeing with the opinion of the high-minded elders on the question of events 
related to funerals and graveyards. “It’s simply that his death was a fake. He probably hid in 
some kind of cave near the cemetery and waited for a convenient chance. And when he saw the 
fuss was growing, he decided to go and fool the people—maybe something would work out to 
his advantage. Doesn’t the success of those kinds of acts by rascals like Azhdar really lie in 
human ignorance?” Feeling that she’d spoken literately and almost in learned language, the girl 
couldn’t hide her own pride. “Only books can save the people from ignorance.” She bent down, 
lifted her knapsack of white fabric (the color of a shroud!) stuffed with books, and took out a 
slim, bright-red book, on the cover of which was depicted a smiling, mustachioed hulk of a 
person wearing an enormous, spherical papakha and a gold star on his chest. “Here, look: Song 
of the Shepherd and Decorated Veteran. I’ve already read this book two times, and now I’m 
reading it for the third time. You read and are astounded—what a great person this writer is! 
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What a glorious country we have! It’s not just the valiant labor by the glorious youth of the 
Soviet countries that’s shown here. In this book the author angrily condemns ignorance and 
illiteracy and masterfully shows what an uncompromising struggle simple Soviet people wage 
against secret enemies of socialism such as the miller Suleiman, who mixed pumpkin seeds and 
hazelnut shells in the wheat to awaken hatred among the people for the great Stalin.”  

“They’ll never succeed! No one can blacken the name of the great Stalin!” exclaimed 
Sadykhov, continuing to grip the spoon in one hand and the pot lid in the other, and again lost 
himself in thought.  

But the girl’s heart was overflowing.  
“On the road to work today I met the teacher Durdana. She’s been teaching literature for 

ten years already and is now director of the school. I asked her, ‘Have you read Song of the 
Shepherd and Decorated Veteran?’ ‘No,’ she says, ‘I haven’t read it.’ I named around ten works, 
and she hadn’t read a single one of them. If the director of the school doesn’t read books—”  

She suddenly fell silent, as if she’d used up all the reserve of her soul’s anger on the 
unfortunate directress. Then, smiling, she added in a completely different voice, dreamily, 
sweetly:  

“It’s said that such a book, such a book is coming out, oy, mama! I myself heard about it 
yesterday morning on the radio. And the name is so romantic, mamochka—Gored and Thrilled!” 
Her hearing, possibly, had let her down (notes our scrupulous epic-neorealist here) because the 
title Sword and Quill had been spoken clearly on the radio.  

Here the patience of Preputsy, who’d been dreaming of drinking, with God’s help, his 
shot of vodka, was finally exhausted.  

“We know, we know, daughter!” he said. “I swear on the grave of my father, we know all 
that! We weren’t born yesterday—we know who’s educated and who isn’t. And who is that 
Durdana to compete with you in learning? If there are three to five cultured and well-read people 
to be found in the region, then you are first among them. All our people know that,” he added, 
thinking to himself, “Eh, how I’d like to poke something in you now. Then you’d really be 
Gored and Thrilled.”  

It seems that the secret thought of our terribly happy father of a newborn son made its 
way to the old maid.  

“Oy, I don’t believe you. Are you telling the truth, Uncle Piri?” Happiness— at his words 
and at the secret thoughts she’d read—poured like balm into the heart of the young lady activist 
and passionate education advocate who’d long and not unsuccessfully been attempting to 
improve her social standing.  

And while Piri was thinking about the fact that there are sweeter things in this world than 
hatred for the enemies of socialism—take, for example, nuzzling the luscious lips of Siddiga and 
whispering sweet nothings to them—Sadykhov the shroud-fighter returned to the sinful earth, 
and it became clear to everyone how high and far off his thoughts had been soaring when he (still 
with the spoon in one hand and the pot lid in the other hand) spoke.  

“I just want one thing from nature, my friend Preputsy,” said Sadykhov, looking from the 
room’s intoxicating August heat out on cold January beyond the window, and with pure, 
Communist sincerity he proceeded to share his cherished dream with his friend. “‘O, all-
powerful nature,’ I’d say, ‘may the day come soon when I can feast my eyes on the five-pointed 
star above the Kremlin! If I can just once—be it from a distance—salute the great Stalin! And 
after that they can lay me in the ground, even in madapolam cloth—I swear by the memory of 
my father I’ll go happily.’”  
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Having eased his heart and settled accounts with the world of reverie, Sadykhov checked 
the readiness of the shorpa once more, moved the pot slightly off the flame, ladled out two full 
spoonfuls of peas and two pieces of kaurma in soft lavash and, holding out all this to the lady 
lover of Gored and Thrilled, said, “You eat this, daughter, and take yourself on home. Take a 
bucket of water, carry it home. Make your old mother happy. No one else is coming today. 
Who’s going to show up here in this weather? If it began as a hard snow, then it’s going to fall 
all night.”  
 

(Here our collective creator of honest fables went for broke. Here’s the end of that long-
ago, moth-eaten history as he left it for future generations:)  
 

But the snow stopped eventually.  
Flitting with his thoughts among the far-off stars, the tireless shroud-fighter and authority 

on the dead had long ago fallen dead asleep in his own home. But as it turned out, the adventures 
of the happy father of a newborn son didn’t conclude with that.  

The famous virtuoso of circumcision, barber, and toothpuller also slept sweetly in 
complete solitude on a soft couch in the unified village council of Kellekend and Guilliukend, 
covered with the thick hide of a three-year-old pedigreed goat. But the base devil—who always 
finds ways to work his nasty deeds—taking the form of Siddiga this time, climbed into the 
dreams of our extremely well-fortified and sated Piri Preputsy and, systematically adding a little 
sweetness to his already-sweet dreams, concocted filth upon filth, following one single goal—to 
most cleverly and keenly corrupt the true son of the Glorious Party and father of a newborn child 
so as to disgrace his honest name in the eyes of all working people. That damned devil—singing 
lustily like a nightingale—in the name of the village council secretary overcome with reading, 
the virgin Siddiga, spoke such shamefully pleasant words that it’s unlikely she herself could have 
uttered them: “I love you! . . . I’m giving it to you! . . . I’m coming! . . . I’m dying! . . . Screw 
me! . . . Kiss me! . . . Touch me!” etc., etc., all in that same indecent spirit.  

“Never! For shame! Get away, girl! Go away, girl, stop! Keep away from me, keep 
away!”  

But when Piri shouted “Keep away from me!”—and, really, this could only occur in a 
dream—another unexpected thing happened, something even the devil himself couldn’t have 
thought up. The golden-red rooster Piri had given the midwife Raziya took off like an eagle into 
the heavens, spread his wings, and like a real eagle flew directly to the five-pointed Kremlin star! 
Knowing very well the outstanding ability of his former rooster to shit anywhere and everywhere 
he could (he’d given that particular rooster to Raziya for just that reason), the master was terribly 
worried. And when the rooster settled directly on the sharp points of the star, Preputsy’s alarm 
changed to panic: “Shoo, shoo, be off, get off of that! Siddiga! Raziya! Ooh, ooh! Shoo, shoo, 
shoo!”  

Thus, muttering “shoo, shoo” in his sleep, Piri Preputsy woke up the next morning at the 
office of the village council. And neither on that day nor ever after was the barber able to 
understand: was there indeed some sort of connection between the fact that Baji khanum bore 
him a son and that five-pointed star on which the red-winged rooster-conjurer in his strange 
dream almost shat?  
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